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NEW YORK Situations BESTSELLER • Tips for graduates and reflections on remaining true to
yourself from the beloved Gilmore Girls celebrity and New York Times bestselling writer of the
memoir Speaking as Fast as I Can and the novel Someday, Someday, Probably. ““re kicking
yourself for devoid of accomplished all you should have by now, don’If you’t be worried about
it.We’big’t finding you.     In this expansion of the 2017 commencement speech she gave at her
hometown Langley High, Lauren Graham, the beloved star of Gilmore Ladies and Parenthood,
reflects on growing up, seeking your dreams, and living in the here and today. “ve been the girl
who gets the lead, and the main one who wished the lady had the bigger part.ve had ups and
downs. accomplishments however to your name, you are more than enough.and illustrated
throughout with drawings by Graham herself— In her hilarious, relatable voice, Graham reminds
us to become curious and compassionate, no matter where lifestyle takes us or what we’ve yet
to attain. Grounded and inspiring—”this is a comforting road map to a happy life.”   Even without
the ‘re doing, especially when the joy isn’ I’ve had successes and senior slumps. I’Whatever path
you choose, whatever career you choose to go after, the main thing is that you retain finding joy
in what you’ The reality? They don’t feel that different from one another.”
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 I appreciated her memoir, TALKING AS FAST AS I COULD and IN Bottom line is a great follow-up
publication.99 for a 50 page book is crazy. Probably I should have noticed if it was available on
audio? I enjoyed how Graham encourages us to pursue our dreams. Guess what my daughter
gets on graduation time with a big bow on it? You guessed it. Short, Sweet, Inspirational As a
lover of Lauren Graham and everything she will - this book was 4/5 stars. This is a longer version
of the commencement speech she provided at her alma mater in 2017 - I believe it would make
an excellent gift for people graduating high school, college, or struggling with accepting that
they might not be where they would like to be at this time but what they're doing today might
help them get there! I read it in about 15 minutes and found a few quotes that I will go back and
go through when I need a pick me up! A quick, insightful, and incredibly sweet book. A quick,
insightful, and incredibly sweet book.5 Stars Nice, inspirational reserve by one of the best
actresses. Everything Lauren Graham writes is relatable. This is a perfect gift for somebody at a
crossroads or simply to have in your individual collection. Can't wait to read it again! I liked the
first book which one is good as well but over in an hour or much less. This book was based off a
commencement speech she offered in 2017 at Langley high school. I go through this book in
one sitting and can't wait to read it again. Loved! Encouragement for Every Listener Celebrity
Lauren Graham was asked to provide a commencement message at her senior high school. It's an
extremely short book about a graduation speech she provided. It was a big disappointment. For
$9.99 I'd have expected more. I really like Lauren Graham and the book is filled with great . I
believe her wittiness doesn't compute well crafted down.. I really like Lauren Graham and the
book is filled with great hints for the newly graduated. I should have read more carefully as I had
no idea the reserve is such a short read and really not more than the speech Very sweet, great
and encouraging book Very sweet, wonderful and encouraging book. Like Lauren Graham and
this book was a good cheery, pretty book to increase my collection. :) Great book for a
graduation gift!( or any gift :)) Beautiful I was lucky enough to win this reserve throughout a
#freebookfriday (Lauren’s team picks 10 people each Friday on Twitter to receive a publication
of hers) I was super excited to receive it as I really like Lauren I believe she’s very funny and
smart. But, I wasn’t sure how it could be as it is normally a very small and short reserve. Lauren
Graham's writing is certainly engaging, smart, funny, and genuine. Anyways, I received it in the
mail today and made a decision to provide it a read. Although it just took me a quick 30 minutes
to finish it, it sparked some confidence and motivation in me. I think this book will be good for
anyone who needs slightly boost of encouragement no matter the season of their lifestyle. I
personally just turned 24 but still am trying to make big decisions which will affect my future,
that is nerve wracking.. This publication is a short read in a small package but it’s motivation and
beautiful communications are huge. I experienced it’s lightness and simple thoughtfulness as
both a recent grad school graduate and 30-something parent. I recommend this audiobook. I am
32 and I still found the advice beneficial.. This should've been advertised as an essay and
perhaps costs $2. Would be a 5 star book if she acquired narrated it :-D Good but short Why isn't
it much longer? This is a pleasant little book and would be a great book to provide to anyone
going through a life change, just like a graduation or job change. Awesome! Lauren Graham is
just amazing!! This is not a novel as well as near it. She switched this speech into a short
audiobook (28 minutes) which is ideal for graduates and others.Nice inspirational read, Nice,
inspirational browse, but $7. Graham encourages her listeners to become curious and
compassionate exactly where life takes us.99 ???????????? This book provides the wisdom I've tried to
impart to my daughter, who is actually graduating from college in May, but of course Lauren
Graham does it better. She tells interesting tales in her funny however transparent manner. 4.



Lovely, Rambling Thoughts I really like Lauren Graham! Terry Whalin can be an editor and the
author of more than 60 books including his latest  W. Her writing style is a bit difficult to follow
sometimes, but the center behind her message is absolutely beautiful. When reading about her
lifestyle stories, I simply imagine we're drinking espresso together at a quaint small diner. This
book really put my mind relaxed and made me feel inpowered and insured that whatever occurs
later on will be good and to take lifestyle a step at the same time. I decided to give it an instant
read before I present it to her and I am happy I did. Encouraging A quick browse with gems of
encouragement. I purchased this for my cousin who's graduating senior high school.. It reads
unmistakably in Graham’s tone of voice. I’d recommend this as a gift for a teenager, or young
adult. She has many quoteable lines in this publication that really make you feel good about
living your best life regardless of what stage of it you are in. Not Like Her Other Books I am a
huge enthusiast of Lauren Graham and her previous books but I will have browse the details
more carefully. Love!
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